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QUESTION 1

Which of the following will set a 10 seconds read timeout for a stream? 

A. ini_set("default_socket_timeout", 10); 

B. stream_read_timeout($stream, 10); 

C. Specify the timeout as the 5th parameter to the fsockopen() function used to open a stream 

D. stream_set_timeout($stream, 10); 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

CORRECT TEXT Which SPL class implements fixed-size storage? 

Correct Answer: SplFixedArray 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What does the __FILE__ constant contain? 

A. The filename of the current script. 

B. The full path to the current script. 

C. The URL of the request made. 

D. The path to the main script. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

One common security risk is exposing error messages directly in the browser. Which PHP configuration directive can be
disabled to prevent this? 

A. html_display 

B. error_reporting 

C. display_errors 



D. error_log 

E. ignore_repeated_errors 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Under what condition may HTTP headers be set from PHP if there is content echoed prior to the header function being
used? 

A. headers_sent() returns true 

B. Output buffering is enabled 

C. The client supports local buffering 

D. The webserver uses preemptive mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which php.ini setting is usually required to use an opcode cache? 

A. extension 

B. zend_extension 

C. optimizer 

D. dl 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What parsing methodology is utilized by the SimpleXML extension? 

A. SAX 

B. DOM 

C. XPath 

D. Push/Pull Approach 

E. Expat 

Correct Answer: B 



 

QUESTION 8

Before the headers are sent, how can you remove a previously set header? 

A. Use the header_remove() function, providing the name of the header 

B. Use the die() function to abort the PHP script 

C. Not possible 

D. Use the headers_list() function, providing the name of the header as the second argument 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the output of the following code? 

function z($x) { 

return function ($y) use ($x) { 

return str_repeat($y, $x); 

}; 

} 

$a = z(2); 

$b = z(3); 

echo $a(3) . $b(2); 

A. 22333 

B. 33222 

C. 33322 

D. 222333 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What will be the result of the following operation? array_combine(array("A","B","C"), array(1,2,3)); 

A. array("A","B","C",1,2,3) 

B. array(1,2,3,"A","B",C") 



C. array("A"=>1,"B"=>2,"C"=>3) 

D. array(1=>"A",2=>"B",3=>"C") 

E. array(1,2,3) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the method used to execute XPath queries in the SimpleXML extension? 

A. xpathQuery() 

B. xpath() 

C. simpleXMLXpath() 

D. query() 

E. evaluate() 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following are NOT acceptable ways to create a secure password hash in PHP? (Choose 2) 

A. md5() 

B. hash_pbkdf2() 

C. password_hash() 

D. crypt() 

E. openssl_digest() 

Correct Answer: AE 
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